Boarding Training Overview
We are excited to partner with Envy my Dog to bring you a fun and
effective 21 Day Board Train Program.

In our board and train program, we expose your dog to multiple learning points
each day over the course of 21 days, incrementally building upon the challenge to
achieve both fluency and generalization in different environments. In the second
and/or third week, your dog will get the opportunity to go on field trips and
practice their new skills in pet-friendly public places. On the last day of training,
we invite the family to be a part of integration training to ensure everyone
understands how to maintain results (and so your pet finds value in readily taking
cues from your family). After Reunion Day, you are entitled to two in-home visits
where your trainer helps you apply what your pet learned at home.

In this program, pet parents will learn clear communication skills to condition
new behaviors and correcting behaviors caused by unintentional conditioning
or behaviors learned prior to pet acquisition. You will learn how to determine
what your dog values as rewards and motivations and learn how to increase
the value of a reward system. You will also discover your dog’s learning style and
how to appropriately correct un-wanted behavior, then teach your dog an
acceptable alternative. You will learn how to get consistent command
execution, how to elevate confidence, implement structure, and how to make
training a fun experience.
All pet parents gain permanent access to Envy My Dog’s private Facebook group
where they upload training videos almost daily of your pet’s progress. This is an
important platform to educate you in how they condition behaviors and for you
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to see that your pet is learning and having a good time. Long after your program is
over, we encourage you to utilize this group to ask questions, refresh your
knowledge on application, and continue learning new fun ways to entertain your
dog.

LEARNING POINTS
Correcting inappropriate eliminating
Stealing non-toy items
Confidence building for fear or nervousness
Crate training
Leash manners
Lunging at vehicles, dogs, or people on leash (when they otherwise may not off
leash)
Conditioned relaxation
Social skills
Jumping
Play biting
Begging
Boundary control
Nuisance Barking
Obedience: Sit, Stay, Down, Recall, Heel
Focus/ “Watch Me”
Social Skills (How to appropriately interact with other dogs and people)
Envy My Dog’s methodology is ethical application of behaviorology. While they
frequently use differential reinforcement and extinction protocols to solve
behavior problems, they will teach you about all operant conditioning quadrants,
so you know how to apply training techniques safely, effectively, and fairly. They
are flexible in their training tool instruction, so they condition your pet for a tool
you are most comfortable using. We encourage you to be more patient and
forgiving of yourself and your pet in setbacks and celebrate your successes. We’re
here to support you when you need us the most!
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Total cost of program: $2,625
Includes:






21 days of one-on-one customized training
Private boarding room at fido fido’s Alpharetta campus
Private lesson on Reunion Day at fido fido’s Alpharetta campus
One follow-up in-home lesson one week after Reunion Day
Final follow-up in-home lesson two weeks after that
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ENVY MY DOG
With over ten years of combined experience in dog daycare management,
veterinary technology, rescue and shelter work, dog show and dog sport
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competition, and aggression rehabilitation, I offer my clients a comprehensive
understanding of behavior so they can enjoy their relationship with their pet to
the fullest.
My team offers our clients programs in puppy foundations, general obedience,
introduction to the dog show/sport world, and correcting mild reactivity towards
other animals and people. We mentor Animal Behavior College students and
conduct their final evaluations required for graduation. We work closely with a
number of pet rescues, shelters, veterinary clinics, and dog daycares to provide
staff training programs for increased efficiency. Lastly, we are a professional
member of the International Association for Canine Professionals as well as the
Association of Animal Behavior Professionals.
Chelsea McKamey, Dip.CBST
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